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ROLE AND INVOLVEMENT OF THE COMMUNE COUNCIL IN COMMUNITY FORESTRY
ACTIVITIES IN DOMNAK NEAK TA THMOR PUAN
A Case Study
Sre Knung Commune, Chumkiri District, Kampot Province, Cambodia
Researched and Written by:
Im Marady
Heng Sokla
Sok Mary
2004
On February 03, 2002, the Royal Government of Cambodia held commune/sangkat
council elections nationwide. The goal of locally electing community representatives
was to improve the implementation of decentralized local development policy and to
transfer power from the central level to the local level with clear roles and
responsibility. Among the main roles of the commune/sangkat councils is natural
resources management. It is considered as one priority, particularly the focus on the
establishment of community forestry.
Within the community forestry management process, it is necessary to have the
involvement of all stakeholders. The commune council is a key stakeholder in
facilitating the issues and conflicts occurring. In order to reveal the actual roles and
support of the commune council on community forestry activities, a case study was
conducted in Srer Knung Commune, Chumkiri District, Kampot Province.
The case study emphasized the role and responsibilities of the commune council
and village management committee in the process of community forestry
development in Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan. Moreover, the case study explains
the importance of the commune council in legal intervention and describes their
responsibility with other competent institutions. The case study describes the direct
involvement of commune council members in forest management.
According to results from the case study, it is clear that the commune councils play
a crucial role in the preparation and implementation process of community forestry.
Community forestry activities have been incorporated into the 5-year development
plan of the commune under the coordination of the Seila Program. This plan has
also been integrated at the district level. Additionally, the whole commune council
actively participates in protecting and supporting community forestry.
The case study also indicated some constraints and problems even though the
implementation of community forestry has been satisfactorily supported by the
commune council. Despite the above challenges and problems, the commune
councils are actively involved in the community forestry process.
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Preface
The Case Study Process
The CBNRM Initiative plays an important role in providing basic skills for PRA
research, analysis of information, writing and documentation, to a growing group of
Cambodian professionals. In response to an increasing demand from various
partners to document their experiences and lessons learned in relation to natural
resource management, the CBNRM Initiative has conducted a series of training
courses on case study writing.
The first major training workshop on case study writing was in Siem Reap in July
2001. This event brought numerous stakeholders, some who had not come
together for a decade, to discuss natural resource management experiences, analyse
CBNRM concepts, and learn how to write a case study using a 10 step case study
writing tool kit. A proceedings report called "Stories from the Tonle Sap" and a revised
Case Study Writing Tool Kit were produced that, together with the positive learning
experience, generated demand for another training workshop in Ratanakiri in
November 2001. This workshop produced the "Stories from the Uplands of
Ratanakiri" Case Study Training report and an updated version of the Case Study
Writing Tool Kit.
In May 2002, the CBNRM Initiative co-facilitated a Synthesis and Reflection
Workshop in Koh Kong to review the draft case studies with the local partners and
related stakeholders. In November 2002, a national CBNRM workshop was held in
Phnom Penh to present the case studies and lessons learned and to start thinking
about next steps for action on CBNRM in Cambodia. In October 2003, CBNRM, in
cooperation with PMMR and CFRP projects, organised the third training workshop
on case study writing in Phnom Penh. Hot topics around Cambodia were brought
together by participants from different organizations to be discussed and
documented. At the regional level, Regional Community Forestry Training Centre
(RECOFTC) organised two trainings on 'Pen to Paper'. After the second training
course, a case study on land concession issues was developed. The training
manual on case study writing has been adopted by RECOFTC and published for use
at the regional level.
The training courses and process of data collection, analysis and documentation
provided an opportunity for the participants to learn from each other's experiences
and, equally significant, it provided a forum for them to build a network to
strengthen natural resource management in Cambodia. More importantly, the
result of the case studies will be used as major references for researchers and
CBNRM practitioners to learn from experiences and the lessons learned. Together,
these case studies create a body of information so that others can replicate the
lessons learned and continue to improve various models of natural resource
management.
The views expressed in the following case study are those of the authors and are not
necessarily reflective of the CBNRM Initiative or supporting partners.
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ROLE AND INVOLVEMENT OF THE COMMUNE COUNCIL IN COMMUNITY FORESTRY
ACTIVITIES IN DOMNAK NEAK TA THMOR PUAN
The Support of The Commune/Sangkat Council is Crucial to Achieve
Sustainable Natural Resource Management
1. Introduction
On February 03, 2002, the Royal Government of Cambodia held commune/sangkat
council elections nationwide, as conducted by the National Election Committee
(NEC). The goal of locally electing community representatives was to improve the
implementation of decentralized local development policy and to transfer power from
the central level to the local level with clear roles and responsibility.
Depending on the population, there are between 5 to 11 council members. Their
roles and duties are clearly defined by the Ministry of Interior. Among the main
roles(1) of the commune/sangkat councils is natural resources management. This is
considered as one priority, particularly focusing on the establishment of
community forestry.
Within the community forestry management process, it is necessary to have
relations and involvement of all stakeholders. The commune council is a key
stakeholder in facilitating the issues and conflicts occurring, and is the community
level administrative authority.
What support can the commune council provide to community forestry
activities?
In order to reveal the actual roles of the commune council in support of
community forestry activities, a case study was conducted in Srer Knung
Commune, Chumkiri District, Kampot Province. Two days were spent in the field
collecting information. The case study emphasized the role and responsibilities of
the commune council and village management committee in the process of
community forestry development in Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan. Moreover, this
case study will explain the importance of the commune council in legal intervention
and describe their responsibility with other competent institutions. The case study
will describe the direct involvement of commune council members in forest
management.
2. Background
Chumkiri is a mountainous area rich in forest products and other natural
resources. The forest has provided a range of products to people such as food, water,
and wildlife as well as other ressources that have long provided sustainable
livelihoods to local communities. However, between 1980 and 1998, those forest
resources were heavily degraded due to anarchical forest exploitation by both
outsiders and insiders. In addition, the cutting, clearance and encroachment on
forestland for private titles by a number of individuals has turned the area from a
semi-jungle forest to a degraded forest area. The loss of forest cover has caused soil
erosion, the loss of wildlife and NTFPs of many species and types as well as made a
dramatic impact on the livelihoods of local people.
(1)

Law on Commune/Sangkat Administration Management, 2002, Chapter 4, Article 43, 44, 45, page 31, 32, 33 and 34.
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Being aware of these
issues, in 2001, the
Community Forestry
Research Project (CFRP)
and relevant institutions
initiated the establishment of community
forestry named Domnak
Neak Ta Thmor Puan
with an area of 992 ha
of forestland. CFRP was
established jointly by the
Forestry Administration
of the Ministry of
Environment and the
Royal University of
Collection of NTFPs by community members in 2003
Agriculture and was
funded by the international Development Research Centre and the Regional
Community Forestry Training Center (RECOFT). The community forestry area is
located in the east along three villages; Prey Yav, Tbeng Pork and Damnak Chnuol
in Srer Knung Commune, Chhumkiri District, Kampot Province. There are 596
families with a total population of 2,960 people, of which 1,583 are women.
3. Linkage of Commune/Sangkat Councils within the Structure of the
Community Forestry Committee
3.1 Structure of Commune Councils
After the 2002 Commune/Sangkat Council elections all communes within
Cambodia set up their own organizational structure to implement their Commune
Development Plan. In Srey Knong Commune, Chumkiri District, the organization
structure was developed with clear roles and responsibility as below:
The Srer Knung Commune Council has a total of 5 members including:
z one Commune Chief
z one First Deputy Chief
z one Second Deputy Chief
z two Members
z one Clerk (assistant).
According to the interview, there is a specific division of roles and responsibilities
among the members of commune councils as follows:
z Commune Chief is responsible for supervising the overall work in the
commune;
z 1st Deputy Chief is responsible for the economic section and natural
resources management;
z 2nd Deputy Chief is responsible for security;
z The two Members are in charge of doing a variety of work under the order
of the Chief and Deputies; and the
z Clerk assists and does administrative work.
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3.2 The Structure of Community Forestry Committee
Similarly, Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan Community Forestry elected their own
village management committee with specific roles and responsibilities amongst
committee members and other members within the community as shown below:
z Group is managed by one Leader and one Deputy, of which Prey Yav
consists of 19 groups, Tbeng Pork consists of 15 groups and Damnak
Chnuol consists of 10 groups.
z Sub-Committee in each village: three committee members per village (one is
a woman);
z Community Committee: consists of five people with 2 women;
z Facilitation Committee: consists of four people (3 Village Chiefs and one
Deputy Chief of Commune ).

Fig. 1: Community Forestry Structure
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Besides the above composition, there is another group called the Support Group
providing technical support and facilitating the community forestry implementation
process. It is composed of CFRP, CIDSE, and competent institutions.
The table below indicates the general roles of the commune councils as prescribed
in the Law on Administration and Management of Commune/Sangkat and Natural
Resources Management as well as other actual activities which have been
implemented within Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan CF. The general structure and
roles of commune/Sangkat councils are described below:
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Activities implemented in relation to
community forestry work

 Legal intervention
Solve conflict;
z Suppress and prevent forest crimes;
z Demarcate boundary;
z Serve as the supporter for Community
Forestry;
z Sign to recognize; and
z Provide advice to the Community Forestry
Committee and sub-committee.
 Communication with relevant institutions
z Incorporate community forestry plan into the
5-year development plan of the commune;
z Promote cooperation with other institutions
regarding community forestry; and
z Disseminate information related to
community forestry.
 Direct involvement of commune councils as the
community forestry members
z Involve in community forest protection;
z Provide monthly contribution;
z Participate in planning;
z Participate in statute preparation;
z Participate in the monitoring and evaluation of
management plan of the community; and
z Attend all meetings related to community
forestry.
z

The commune council and Community Forestry Committee has a very close
relationship with clear roles and responsibilities to easily implement their work.
Practically speaking, the Community Forestry Committee's Facilitation Committee
consists of three Village Chiefs and the First Deputy Chief of the Commune.
The role of the Facilitation Committee as prescribed in the Domnak Neak Ta Thmor
Puan CF's Statute is to :
z Involve in and facilitate all issues as requested by the Community Forestry
Committee;
z Disseminate the activities of the Community Forestry to relevant institutions,
local authorities, National and International Organizations;
z Provide advice to the Community Forestry Committee; and
z Involve in the monitoring and evaluation of community activities.
The direct involvement of 1st Deputy Chief of Commune in the community forestry
committee is important because he represents the local authority and can be a
supporter for the community when there is a problem.
4
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The commune council can play an important role in implementing decentralization
of the government which can contribute to good governance. It can be an important
institution to carry out commune development work, especially on natural resources
management within the commune. However, this process can be successful only if
the commune council uses their role to benefit the whole village.
But if they use their power and authority for personal benefit it will cause disbelief
among the local population and it will reduce the participation of local people in
forest management and even worse, it may cause conflict in the community.
3.3 Legal Intervention:
To effectively succeed in
the management of the
development process,
particularly natural
resources management,
which mainly focuses on
community forestry, it is
necessarily to have the
support of the local
authority and competent
institutions. There we
can consult and discuss
in order to ensure that
our activity is smoothly
implemented and
problems or conflicts can
Discussion with Commune Councils 2003
be effectively resolved.
Logically, the community forestry implementation and operation can be successful
if it has the support of local authorities from provincial to commune levels.
Particularly, the 1st Deputy Chief of Commune plays an important role as part of the
Facilitation Committee in the community forestry organizational structure.
In the Facilitation Committee, he has many important roles including solving land
conflicts within his village or commune as well as other community forestry related
issues. He is involved in resolving conflicts when demarcating the community
forestry boundary. Conflict over because the boundary impacted on some villagers'
land where they used to cultivate crops. Consequently some villagers are not willing
to contribute their land as common property.
1st Deputy Chief, Sous Neb, talked about the boundary demarcation:
“Regarding the impact on villagers' land, when I was doing the boundary
demarcation, I dealt with the conflicts by referring to the relevant law and some
guidelines. For instance, after the commune integration in 1995-96, there was an
internal guideline to allocate some areas of land (50 m x 100 m) for people and the
land to be provided to people should be 150 m away from the mountain. The
allocation was effective for three years and then, if the land was not used within
the limited period, the land will be assumed as common land again. I also
explained that I put the land under the community forestry protection not for my
own benefit but it is for the benefit of everyone who lives in the village and we will
continue to conserve it for our younger generation.” Sous Neb, 2003
5
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After the establishment of community forestry, offences have gradually decreased
because the community has become aware of their roles and responsibilities as
community members. They became aware through meetings, the dissemination of
legislation and laws on forestry and land. In addition, the community forestry
statute, management plan, regulation and community forestry concepts have also
been disseminated. Although most understand, there are still some offenders, most
of them people from outside the village. Due to the facilitation effort of the 1st
Commune Deputy Chief and through extension activities the number of offences has
been continually reduced.
Mr. Tep An, Chief of the Community Forestry Committee, stated that in mid 2002,
he caught three ox carts of people who came into the community forest area to cut
forest for firewood, these people come from Tram Kok district, Takeo province
(located on the Takeo and Kampot boundary). He asked them why they were
cutting the forest in the area? Do you know it is the community forest area? He
read them the relevant articles in the statute. They replied that they knew a little
about the area but that it was their habit and tradition to collect firewood in the
area. They did not know that there is a strict law and regulation like this in the
area. After questioning them, we advised them and confiscated the evidence for
common use in the community. Tep An, 2003
Apart from the facilitation, the commune councils are also involved in other
activities, by acting as advisor to the committee and sub committee concerning
technical issues and management. Regarding the technical support, the commune
council normally helps the community committee and sub-committee by
additionally explaining any points or issues which they did not clearly understand
or when the issues were beyond their capacity to understand. They have assisted
when community members were invited by an organization or project for training
courses or study tours.
One among many activities is signing the approval and recognition of the
community legal procedures including the CF by-laws, CF management plan, CF
regulation and CF agreement (for future use). It is clear that the smooth and
successful implementation of community forestry is the result of strong support by
the local authority, particularly the involvement of the commune councils in all
activities.
According to the case study interviews, the Community Forestry Committee
declared that they are satisfied with the support of the 1st Commune Deputy Chief
for all community forestry activities. Most problems or conflicts were resolved at the
communal level. Up to now, there is no single problem that cannot be resolved by
the commune council.
4. Linkages with Other Institutions and Extension Activities
Cooperation is an important factor to promote sustainable development, namely in
working with the competent institutions and other organizations trying to achieve
similar goals. Similarly, community forestry implementation requires support and
cooperation by relevant institutions.
Mr. Say Som, of the Village Development Committee of Pork Village admitted,
"Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan community forestry was established under the cooperation
6
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of CFRP and local communities as well as with the support of the local authority,
namely the commune councils".
In terms of
cooperation, the
community has
worked closely with
stakeholders. Mr.
Tep An, community
committee chief,
stated that
community forestry
activities have been
integrated into the 5year development
plan of the commune
under the facilitation
of Seila and the plan
has been integrated
with the district
plan. He added that
more cooperation is
Researchers meet with Chief of Group 7 in Prey Yav Village, 2003
needed when there is
conflict or any offence that cannot be resolved by the community (conflict with
military over land). Then we have to negotiate or coordinate with leaders of the
institution or send the case to the provincial level in order to ensure the process can
go smoothly and effectively. Mr. Tep An has widely disseminated information to
outsiders about issues related to community forestry, and now, the number of
offences has been greatly reduced.
Another significant factor is that the agency CIDSE is working in Chumkiri District
of Kampot Province through its development program. It has cooperated and helped
to disseminate CF related issues to people, particularly during the community
cluster meeting or village planning meeting. In the meeting agenda, they always
raise the topic of community forestry activities for discussion.
CIDSE staff working
in the area echoed
the comments of Mr.
Yen Oun, “the
commune/Sangkat
councils have close
cooperation with the
district level because
the district is a
strong supporter for
conveying information
or coordinating
issues with the
provincial level or
relevant competent
institutions”.
Extension activities of Sous Neb (1st Deputy Chief)

7
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Apart from working as the 1st Commune Deputy Chief and member of the
Facilitation Committee, Mr. Sous Neb has actively participated in community
forestry activities as a citizen of Prey Yav village. He has mainly been involved in
directly building a fire break, meeting to discuss the statutes and management plan,
selecting the Community Sub-Committee and Committee, monitoring and
evaluating implementation and participated in meetings and discussions related to
community forestry.
However, not all members of the community participated to benefit all the people.
Some people used their role to protect illegal forest activities (transferring wood from
a nearby village) which affected community organizing. Now, some of the
community members are less interested in community forestry development.
5. Conclusions
According to results from the case study, it is clear that the commune councils play
a crucial role in the community forestry preparation and implementation process.
This is because the commune councils have defined roles and responsibilities for
each member. Officially, the Srer Knung Commune Council has specifically
assigned Mr. Sous Neb, 1st Deputy, to be responsible for natural resources
management, particularly Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan community forestry.
More significantly, the involvement of the 1st Deputy Chief in the Community
Forestry Committee (Facilitation Committee) is helpful in strengthening the
implementation of law. Because he represents the local authority, and is the main
supporter of people when they face any problem he is able to resolve other conflicts
as well. He always discusses and consults with the commune council or relevant
institutions when he wants to make any critical decision.
It should be noted that the whole commune council participates actively in
protecting and supporting the community forestry. Additionally, community forestry
activities have been incorporated into the 5-year development plan of the commune
under the coordination of the Seila Program. This plan has also been integrated at
the district level.
The case study indicated some constraints and problems even though the
implementation of community forestry has been satisfactorily supported by the
commune council. This is because the commune councils are overworked, lack
materials and finance and have limited capacity. These are barriers to effectively
achieving other activities in the commune.
On the other hand, using their role in an appropriate way helps to accelerate
community organizing and gain support from the community members. But if the
commune council use their role for personal benefit, it will cause local people to lose
their attention and limit their participation in the community development process.
In summary, the commune councils still have some constraints and problems to
overcome such as:
z No neutrality;
z Limited capacity;
z Not enough rights and freedom;
z No appropriate working space; and
z Lack of means for travel.
Despite the above challenges and problems, the commune councils are willing to be
actively involved in the community forestry process.
8
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Appendix 1: Commune Council Organization Chart
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Appendix 2: Important Laws on Commune Councils related to Natural
Resources
Article 41:
The commune administration has duties to promote and protect good governance by
managing the use of available resources without limited time in order to meet the
basic needs of its commune (khum/sangkat) for the common interests of the
citizens and to respect national interests in conformity with the state's general
policy.
Article 43:
Regarding the role of local affairs, the commune administration has duties to:
- maintain security and public order;
- manage public services as necessary and be responsible for the good process
of those services;
- encourage the creation of contentment and welfare of the citizens;
- promote economic and social development; and upgrade the living standard
of the citizens;
- protect and conserve the environment, natural resources, culture and the
national patrimony;
- coordinate the citizens' view in order to promote tolerance and mutual
understanding;
- perform general affairs in response to the needs of citizens.
Article 63:
In preparation of the commune development plan, the commune council shall take
the following steps to:
- evaluate the existing level of development and development activities in its
commune (khum/sangkat);
- assemble all needs of the commune and prioritize all those needs based on
available resources of the commune (khum/sangkat) and other acquired
resources;
- prepare programs which may respond to these needs through providing
services and development. And all these programs must be included in the
annual budget of the commune (khum/sangkat);
- deliver sevices and development in accordance with its budget;
- control, monitor and evaluate the implementation results of the development
plan;
- use the results to evaluate the level of new development in its commune
(khum/sangkat);
- make reports on the implementation results of commune development plan
and introduce them to the citizens in its commune.
Article 66:
The commune council shall monitor, control and evaluate the implementation of the
plans, programs, projects and the delivery of services with transparency and high
accountability.
Article 67:
The commune council remains accountable for the follow-up, control and evaluation
of the plans, programs and other projects, even though such works are
implemented by whichever component chosen by it.
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Appendix 3: Map of Community Forestry in Domnak Neak Ta Thmor Puan
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Appendix 4: Integrated Natural Resource Management in to Commune
Council Plan
1. Prey Yav Village Development Plan 2004:
 Objective 2: to improve food security and resource management for the poor.
z Improve tree nursery
2. Tbeng Pok Village Development Plan 2004:
 Objective 2: to improve food security and resource management for the poor.
z Continue to raise awareness on natural resources management
z Strengthen sub-committees
z Organize study tour for natural resources management sub-committees
z Advocacy for natural resources management
3- Domnak Snoul Village Development Plan for 2004:
 Objective 2: to improve food security and resource management for the poor.
z Awareness raising through meetings on natural resources management
z Strengthen sub-committees
z Provide a training course for sub-committee and head of natural
management groups.
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Appendix 5: Community Forestry Research Project (CFRP)
The main objectives of the Community Forestry Research Project (CFRP) are to build
human resource and institutional capacity in community forestry in order to
enhance security and livelihood opportunities of rural communities through more
efficient, sustainable and equitable management of forest resources.
The main future plans and strategies of CFRP as well as potential areas for
collaboration include the following:
a) Field based action research
1. To broaden our understanding of local NRM governance structures,
relationships and processes, and to build these as appropriate, and document that
understanding;
2. To identify stakeholder groups at a village, commune and district level who
are being excluded by new CF groups and processes, to research this issue,
document conflicts and to work towards a strategy that may address this problem.
3. To develop and evaluate, using PM&E (Participatory Monitoring and
Evaluation) methods, detailed CF management plans that allow for sustainable use
and management of forest resources and simulateneously meet the needs of
community forest users and the formal requirements of the FA (Forestry
Administrative)
b) Use research results to enhance the policy and institutional environment
for community forestry (and CBNRM)
1. To build partnerships for sharing information and lessons learned
through joining CF & CBNRM networking groups. To participate in meetings,
workshops, conferences or trainings that contribution to policy consultation and
formulation processes.
2.
To engage in action research related to the interpretation and
implementation of recent policy developments, such as the formulation and
interpretation of CF parkas and the forest law, the land law and laws for protected
areas management.
3. To collaborate and partner with different organizations supporting CF by
helping to set a broader agenda for action research in other CF provinces and to also
support NRM governance efforts that are decentralizing to commune councils and
provincial levels
c) Strengthen inter-institutional learning
1. To engage and strengthen the partnership roles of provincial and local
line agencies in CF development in target communities, including that of the
commune council, and to build understanding and practical capacities of CF
approaches at these levels.
2. To build and generate knowledge at a local level related to CF concepts
and methods by sharing between CF groups and neighboring villagers, by actively
engaging local line ministries in our work and to begin scaling up processes, where
possible.
3. To cooperate and support other CBNRM initiatives that are also
strengthening the capacities of key implementing organisations and partners
through inter-institutional learning approaches, such as Partnerships for Local
Governance in Kratie province, IDRC's CBNRM Initiative, GTZ's Participatory Land
Use Planning and Management Project, the Danida NRM project in Kampot and Koh
Kong province and some NGO groups.
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Appendix 6

Community Based Natural Resource Management
Initiative (CBNRM Initiative) Organizational Profile

OVERALL GOAL
The overall goal of the CBNRM Initiative is to analyze and improve CBNRM as an
integral component of the poverty alleviation, sustainable livelihoods and resource
management, conservation, and decentralization policies and strategies of the Royal
Government of Cambodia.
OBJECTIVES
1. Human Resources Development - To build conceptual, analytical, research,
and documentation skills of facilitators, researchers and practitioners within
relevant NGO and Government partners at national, provincial and local levels.
2. Knowledge Building and Sharing - To identify, analyze, and share lessons and
experiences of various approaches to community based natural resource
management across the country.
3. Partnership Building - To build networking linkages among organizations and
institutions supporting community based resource management strategies at local,
national and regional levels.
4. Institutional Arrangements and Policy Support - To improve institutional
capacity and understanding of the policy context which influences community
based natural resource management practices at the field level.
CBNRM Learning Initiative Program focuses on:
z Community Forestry
z Co-Management of Fisheries
z Participatory Land Use Planning
z Community-based Protected Area Management
z Participatory Water Resources Management.
Contact information:
CBNRM Learning Initiative
C/o WWF
#28 Street 9 Tonle Bassac, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
Tel: (855-23) 218034
Mobile: (855-12) 962 092
Emails: houkalyan@everyday.com.kh
marona@everyday.com.kh
sreymoms@everyday.com.kh
sereyrotha@everyday.com.kh
toby@everyday.com.kh
Sopheap.wwfcam@everyday.com.kh

